Exhaust Gas Temperature Sensor

PROBLEM:
EGR temp sensors frequently seize in the mounting bung, making replacement difficult and damaging the bung.

**FIX:**
This Dorman OE FIX solution directly replaces the sensor and comes with a bung repair kit just in case.

**OE Numbers:**
904-7449
Mack 2019-10
91164790

LED Headlight Assembly

DOT compliant to ensure quality standards and safety
• Built to match the exact original dimensions for proper fit

**FAILURE MODE:**
• Collision damage, road debris, water intrusion and corrosion

**OE Numbers:**
888-5225
Freightliner Cascadia 2018-08
8172600C

Air Brake Reservoirs

Designed with application specific port locations
• Finished with an interior and exterior powder coating to prevent corrosion
• Three tank types available - supply/ wet, primary and secondary
• Manufactured per SAE J10 & FMVSS 121 Standards
• Leak tested before packaging placement

**FAILURE MODE:**
• Excessive rust and corrosion and damage from collision

**OE Numbers:**
924-5809
International 2019-86
9155764092

Side Repeater Light Assembly

DOT compliant to ensure quality standards and safety
• Direct replacement matches the fit and appearance of the original light unit
• Manufactured from UV-resistant polymers for durability and a long service life

**FAILURE MODE:**
• Collision damage, road debris, water intrusion and corrosion

**OE Numbers:**
888-5234
Freightliner Cascadia 2018
8166021002

Heat Reflective Tape

Used to replace or install a diesel particulate filter
• Made of heat-deflecting aluminum, it can easily be cut using standard shop tools
• Self-adhesive backing makes installation simple and can be secured with clamps for added security

**FAILURE MODE:**
• Gasket cracks and corrodes over time, exhaust leaks

**OE Numbers:**
674-9064
International Truck w/ DPF
6160401C91

Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) Clamps

Holds exhaust components together
• Constructed of stainless steel for corrosion resistance and long service life
• Matches the design of the original for a perfect fit

**FAILURE MODE:**
• Rust, corrosion, exhaust leaks and repeated removal can deform clamps

**OE Numbers:**
674-7021
IC Corporation 2011-08, International 2011-08
2594120C1

Get vehicle applications and technical details at dormanproducts.com
**Rocker Switch Covers**

**LINE EXTENSION | 5 NEW SKUS**

Direct replacement matches the fit and function of the original switch cover

- No special tools are required to snap this cover onto the existing switch
- Made of durable materials, this cover is suitable for rugged use
- Cost-effective solution replaces only the damaged switch cover, not the entire switch

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Missing or broken original rocker switch cover

**090-1004**
OE Numbers: 446553003

---

**Exhaust Pipe Flange Gasket**

**LINE EXTENSION**

Seals the exhaust system where two components are joined by a flange

- Direct replacement gasket matches the original design for a perfect fit
- Complete repair solution - this flange gasket should be replaced any time service is performed on any of the related exhaust components

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original gasket cracks and corrodes over time, exhaust leak

**674-9061**
Mack 2018-10, Volvo 2018-10
OE Numbers: 21095721

---

**Exhaust Backpressure Sensor**

**LINE EXTENSION**

Monitors exhaust gas pressure in the exhaust system

- Designed to match the factory-style electrical connector for a plug-and-play installation
- Quality tested to ensure a quality fit and reliable performance

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Excessive heat and vibration, clogged with soot, poor drivability and illumination of the check engine light

**904-7163**
Cummins ISB 2020-08
OE Numbers: 4087989, 4903479, 4921746, 4928594, 4955125, 68002442AA

---

**Turbocharger Down Pipe**

**LINE EXTENSION**

Direct replacement turbo down pipe matches the fit and function of the original equipment part

- Durable materials manufactured from quality materials for durability
- Clamps and gaskets included for a complete repair solution

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Rust causes pipe to crack and leak exhaust gas

**674-5017**
Mack 2018-10, Volvo 2018-10
OE Numbers: 21478681

---

**Exhaust Clamp Kit**

**LINE EXTENSION**

Matches the fit and function of the original equipment exhaust clamp and gasket hardware

- Durable construction made of quality materials for reliable performance and durability

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original clamp and gasket cracks and corrodes over time, exhaust leak

**674-9062**
Mack 2018-10, Volvo 2018-10
OE Numbers: 21060426, 21095721

---

**Sensors - Vehicle Speed**

**LINE EXTENSION | OVER 20 SKUS AVAILABLE**

Reads the position of the crankshaft

- Direct replacement for original equipment design

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Broken connector, burned out electronics

**904-7366**
Allison Transmissions
OE Numbers: 29509637, 29544139, 29829544139, ALI29544139

---

Get vehicle applications and technical details at [dormanproducts.com](http://dormanproducts.com)